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Abstract 

Identity federation is a technology which enables the identity information to be trustily 

transferred across autonomous security domains. Shibboleth Federation is considered to trust 

logging process between different web educational resources, Fully Global log-out is not 

addressed by Shibboleth. In this Paper, we address Fully Global Log-out with a cached 

version of content as an off-line content, and enforce user to re-login for the new request after 

global logout. The paper modifies and utilizes the Shibboleth IdP source code to achieve 

securing model for web educational resources.    
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1. Introduction  

We discuss the securing access to the web educational resources among different domains. 

The main idea is to provide more security to the logout process in shibboleth Identity 

federation system as a global logout with forcing to re-login when first request occurs after 

global logout. The open resources by the user will be cached and be viewed friendly to him, 

even he will be logout. This in turn will enable the clients to access the educational resources 

as a one system in logout. The implementations and results are accurate and were obtained by 

the author. 
 

1.1 Web Educational Resources 

This fact, together with the widespread use of Internet, has led many institutions to grant 

access to educational resources through e-learning systems known as LMSs (Learning 

Management Systems). These systems deal with the administration, provision and control of 

educational resources and functionalities. Current LMSs can be considered as complex Web 

applications. Some of the best-known examples are Moodle [1], Blackboard [2], LRN [3] and 

Sakai [4]. These systems typically provide a centralized environment to supply data (pdf 

documents, multimedia files, etc.) along with applications or tools to manipulate them. 

Resources such as libraries and student services must be confidential, especially if that 

used among multiple domains. Repeated identity authentications across different 

organizations not only cause the inconvenience to users, but also take up overfull system 

resources [5]. 
 

1.2 Federation System 

Over the last few years, ideas for building federations have improved. The Communities 

are growing and in several countries national federations are established or are being 

deployed as in [6, 7, 8]. 

Federation Systems depends on Single Sign-On (SSO), such as Shibboleth users who wish 

to access services and consume resources, Service Providers (SPs) who offer services to the 
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users and Identity Providers (IdPs), which store the information a user has to submit for the 

authentication in an SSO environment. 
 

1.3 Research Problem 

The current research for Federations using the Single Sign-On in [9, 10, 7, 11, 12] have 

mostly been concentrating on the identity of the users through the core backbone of SSO with 

a logout vulnerability. Educational Resources in [4, 1, 5] have to be enabled to users in a 

more secure form with better choices to clients and being familiar to manipulate. The 

Federation of Educational Resources has to take into its consideration the requirements of 

SSO model as in [13, 14]. This paper provides the educational resources federation by 

shibboleth with more security in logout process which is designed to be meet the SSO 

requirements and educational requirements in [14].  
 

1.4 Scope of Implementation 

The ideas in this paper can be applied for Universities who shared educational resources 

for their customers as students or staff. The implementation will provide easily and friendly 

Logout from the systems. When the user opens a number of sessions to access confidential 

educational resources, he is looking forward to the final exit from all sessions by one 

click/button with a copy retained for the final content of those meetings, so this research is 

working to apply the final exit or global logout. The modification in Logout process will be in 

the IdP in Shibboleth Federation system which will be friendly and more secure. 
  

1.5 Single Sign on Models 

These four techniques are: OAuth [15], Delegation Permits [16], Shibboleth [17] and 

OpenSSO [18]. All of them have been proposed to grant authorizations in single sign-on 

scenarios involving Web application. We will talk briefly about Shibboleth in the following 

section. 
 

1.5.1 Shibboleth: The Shibboleth project [17] is the main effort carried out by the Internet2 

consortium [20] to bring a middleware addressing issues in authentication and authorization, 

in order to make secure inter-institutional services possible and practical.  

The primary function of the Shibboleth system is to support transparent access to the 

resources of multiple sites among which there is a trust relationship, which is known as a 

federation. Shibboleth pays special attention to enabling independent organizations to 

federate in order to extend their capabilities. The working of Shibboleth is based on SAML 

2.0 [21], an XML-based standard for exchanging security information between partner 

domains. The information is encoded as attributes, pairs key-value containing information 

about the User or its role at his/her home institution (e.g. ‘‘profession–teacher’’). SAML has 

been developed by the OASIS standards working group [21, 22]. 

Shibboleth works in an architecture made up by four actors as in Figure 1 which adapted 

from [23]: 

Identity Provider: software running at the home institution of the User within the 

federation. The Identity Provider is responsible for authentication to access the protected 

resources at the different Service Providers across the federation. 

Service Provider: institution of the federation that stores the protected resource the User 

wants access to.  
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User: person with a user account at the Identity Provider and that wants to access a 

protected resource at the Service Provider. 

WAYF (Where Are You From): centralized service of the federation that allows the User 

to choose his/her home institution. 

 

 

Figure 1. Shibboleth Architecture 
 

When the User wants to access the protected resource, he/she navigates to its URL using 

his/her Web browser. The Service Provider redirects the browser to the WAYF, where the 

User can select his/her home organization. The browser is sent to the home organization’s 

Web site running a Shibboleth Identity Provider. The User can optionally abandon the WAYF, 

if the system includes a single institution. 

The Identity Provider sends the browser back to the Service Provider. The User has been 

recognized by the Identity Provider as one of its users, and the Service Provider has been 

notified of this. 

The process is complete when the Service Provider requests additional information 

(attributes) about the User to the Identity Provider. These attributes do not necessary involve 

User’s identity, although it could be requested as well. The Service Provider uses these 

attributes to decide the access policy for the User (e.g. the functionalities granted, the length 

of the session). 

The previous process can be decoupled into two independent stages, depending on the 

results obtained at each one. On the one hand, the first stage ends when the User has logged in 

at his/her home institution by means of the WAYF. 

At this step, the Shibboleth system has achieved a delegated authentication of the User. On 

the other hand, the second stage involves the request and sending of attributes of the User to 

determine what he/she is allowed to do. Hence, the second stage provides delegated 

authorizations. 
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An important missing part in Shibboleth is the complementary process of single sign-on, 

generally known as single log-out [24]. At the time of this writing not only single log-out is 

not addressed by Shibboleth, but the requirements are not even clear [25]. There are two 

possible behaviours expected when the User clicks the Logout button: logging out from the 

concrete Service Provider, or logging out from all the Service Providers of the federation. The 

only way to ensure the end user's session is to close the browser. 

 

1.6 Educational Model Requirements 

 After the description of the architecture under study and the use cases we are now ready to 

list more formally the main requirements of a solution. A subset of the following 

requirements has been identified as very urgent by some e-learning commissions [14]. The 

Requirements [14] are in order interoperability, access transparency, privacy, choosability, 

granularity, simplicity, dynamic reconfiguration, expiry, awareness, pseudonimity, 

confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, and single-use authorizations, see Table 1. 

Table 1 was adapted from [23]; The Shibboleth federation system has achieved some 

security requirements while keeping some of them, so we will work to resolve the security 

vulnerabilities in the system to meet the other requirements, as Access Transparency, 

Dynamic Reconfiguration, and Awareness. The definitions of those requirements which 

mentioned in [14] are: 

 
Table 1. Fulfillment Requirements by Shibboleth 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

√ X x √ √ x x √ X √ √ √ √ √ 

 

Access Transparency: It should be possible for the users of the learning system to access 

the resources without re-enter the password or credentials, especially as he is known to the 

system in advance.   

Dynamic Reconfiguration: It should be possible for a learning system to modify the 

characteristics of users to access resources. The Learning System may need to modify the 

status of the users. 

Awareness: The learning system should be able to track the activities of each user at an 

Identity server. The learning system can grant access to additional resources depending on the 

information it receives from the tools. 

 

1.6.1 Security Vulnerabilities of Educational Resources in Shibboleth: One of the first 

issues with Global Logout is communicating to the user what will occur if they click "logout". 

Users have already been taught that doing this will cause them to be logged out of the 

application that contained the logout button/link they used. They assume that all other 

applications will remain active. Therefore there must be some means to distinguish between 

application-level logout and Global Logout. 
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An example case goes as follows. A student accesses the university's student information 

system, which participates in the SSO service. The student goes to register for classes and is 

reviewing possible courses. During this review process the student access some material from 

the library. Because they have been taught to always logout of applications is done correctly, 

they click the local logout link in the library application. The session will not end and the 

student stills authenticated, so the resources are at risk.  

This issue is usually addressed by providing a consistent UI component across all 

participating applications. MS Passport, Virginia Tech's Auth portal, and other systems, do 

this by placing a branded, distinct, image/button in place of the application-level logout 

link/button. When a user visits a site that participates in the SSO system the application 

displays a form of the UI component that indicates that the user may log in. When the user is 

logged in the UI component is changed to reflect this state.  

This approach suffers from two problems. First it requires educating users about this UI 

component and what it is meant to convey. Second, it requires all SPs display and implement 

the same UI component. While the first issue can be solved through an education effort but 

the second problem is practically untenable.  

Accessibility and Visibility: the Global Logout of the educational federation system must 

be accessible for users. The feedback messages must be supported and understandable. One 

button/link has to do all of the logout process at once, so the solution for the logout problem 

in the shibboleth federation system must be developed accessible by providing the suitable 

messages for the users. 

 

2. Related Work 

In this section, we review some of the significant and recent research papers in the field of 

federated secure models and its problems. We present these activities and discuss their 

advantages and the disadvantages. More precisely, we will discuss the reasons of why these 

solutions do not give the required secure model. 

 

2.1 Secure Model Behavior 

In this section, we will mention the federation model and its requirements. We will concern 

with four requirements: Access Transparency, Dynamic Reconfiguration, Awareness, and 

Accessibility and Visibility. Those requirements are needed to any Educational Services 

across multiple domains Model. It is important to us in our research is study the how to 

construct models in federation environments. 

The brief description of meaning of those requirements will be discussed in educational 

secure model view as follows: 

Access Transparency: It should be possible for the users to act with multiple applications 

as a one either in logon or logout phase. That not supported at the logout phase, Shibboleth 

depends on the Local logout without any guarantee to log out from the IdP as in the 

specification of Shibboleth [17]. 
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Dynamic Reconfiguration: Dynamic Reconfiguration is not supported also, because the 

Shibboleth architecture has not been designed for scenarios where the authorizations are tied 

to planning in the manipulating with the Service Provider that model carry out the 

configuration at the beginning of the authorization process, without any modification to the 

properties of an ongoing authorization. The Lack of a single log-out mechanism in Shibboleth 

[24] implies that is not easy to know if the user is still logged in the federation. 

Awareness: Simply, it is information about the users to track their activities. Then Identity 

Provider in Shibboleth can track the real opened sessions. In Shibboleth, the IdP may deceive 

by the existence of open sessions while users are actually outside the system. 

Federations are dominated on the models in several fields; education, payments, and 

learning services. Some of research use a SSO models as described in Section 1 with a 

modification in that models to meet the specification of the security. Gongalez and his group 

in [23] proposed a modification to one of the federation architectures, OAuth [15] SSO model. 

The modified model named Reverse OAuth which has a fulfillment of the educational 

security requirements as in [23]. 

Users have to introduce several kinds of credentials, preventing them from focusing their 

efforts on their studies and increasing the so-called ‘‘password stress’’. Several initiatives 

such as OAuth or Delegation Permits have dealt with the problem of delegated authorizations, 

but their requirements are different from those that arise from an e-learning environment [23]. 

So Reverse OAuth proposed as 'a protocol to enable the granting of authorizations to access 

protected resources in educational environments'. 

Gongalez and his group in [23] don't solve the problem of Shibboleth logout and focus on 

the Reverse OAuth as a solution to his learning model system. Lutz, and David J [6] also 

introduce a new federation payment system. That guarantees reliable on-the fly payments 

without having to contact a payment provider each time a payment is required. They use the 

abstract architecture of the SSO model. 

 

2.2 Global Logout Problem  

The logout operation in shibboleth-enabled systems occurs totally when the user close the 

browser, all the opened sessions will be closed. Suppose we have three open shibboleth-

enabled applications and the user want to logout from   shibboleth application 1 and still be in 

shibboleth application 2 and 3. 

Firstly, Identity Provider is responsible for creating, maintaining, and managing user 

accounts, while Service provider is responsible for controlling the access to the resources by 

analysing the SAML assertions. 

Before we talk about the types of the logout we have to be familiar with the SSO as in 

Figure 2, which show us a sequence diagram for the SSO SAML Operation [22] used by 

Shibboleth as steps: 

1. The client attempts to access the educational resources at the service provider as a 

web services. 

2. Identity provider perform vary methods to identify the user. 
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3. The service provider SP determines which identity provider IdP to use. 

4. Perform permanent redirection to the user to the identity provider including the 

AuthRequest issued by SP. 

5. Identity provider response the SAML Response including the Auth assertions and 

attribute assertion 

6. Based to the Auth assertion the SP determines to return the requested resources. 

7. Resources return to the user as a HTTP response, or HTTP error. 

 

 

Figure 2. SAML Authentication in Shibboleth Login 
 

The logout in shibboleth specification [17] is defined as a local logout. The solution 

introduced by shibboleth community (27) was the second logout case. Researcher works on 

that problem and some of them as in (25) introduces the third case with a partial solution to 

the global logout. 

Local logout: it called SP logout, which is done by logout the user from the SP only 

without any guarantee to remove the user session from the IdP (see Figure 3). That type is a 

default logout in the shibboleth implementation. 

 

 

Figure 3. Local Logout of the Service Provider 
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If the service provider (SP) is configured on sp2.shibboleth.edu, then the URL 

https://sp2.shibboleth.edu/Shibboleth.sso/Logout can do the SP logout. In SP, we can 

customize a page to instruct the user to close the application and other custom content. 

Dangerous situation is that the user session is still in the IdP, and this is a loophole in the 

security system. 

Local logout with browser close: The browser is automatically closed by the code 

implemented in the SP logout page which invokes the browser to close automatically. In this 

case the user will re-authenticate at the next request if no authenticated session still opened in 

the same computer. The drawback is the complexity of writing code at every SP, also the 

Varity of browsers face the capability of the response to the closing code at SP logout page. 

Local Logout with forcing re-authentication: This is the first type with forcing to 

authenticate every time the user do the local logout, this can be done by modification the 

identity provider of Shibboleth. This Type of logout is not ideal in a “portal” environment, 

since it requires re-authentication every time the application is accessed from the portal even 

after initial authentication at the portal. We can summarize the current state of the logout 

research as comparison between them in the Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Comparison between Previous Logout Problems 

No Logout Description Advantage Disadvantage 

1. Local logout  Basic implementation in 

shibboleth community.  

 Logout the user from the 

SP whiteout the IdP. 

Simplicity    Loophole in the security 

system. 

 Sessions still alive while 

users logged out. 

2. Local logout 

with browser 

close 

 First solution by the 

shibboleth community. 

 Depend on the user.  

More secure 

than first case 
 The complexity of 

writing code at every SP. 

 The Varity of browsers 

face the capability of the 

response to the closing 

code at SP logout page. 

3. Local logout 

with re-

authentication 

 Forcing to authenticate 

every time the user. 

perform a request 

Intense security  This Type of logout is 

not ideal in a “portal” 

environment 

 

In our case, the resources are an educational resources and the identity provider 

implementation is a Shibboleth IdP. The modification part of our research will be in the 

identity provider of the Shibboleth. We have some security requirements must be applied to 

the federation educational model as described previously in the Section 1. So, our 

modification is appearing in Section 3 and Section 4. 

 

3. Enhance - SSO Model for e-resources Systems 

This section reviews the suggested solution for educational resources in Federation System 

to be more secure. The section begins with an overview of the proposed system, the sequence 

diagrams of the workflow and the security requirements achieved.  
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3.1 Overview 

The proposed system builds upon the fact that federation system uses Single Sign-on 

approach which enables users to login in many systems by single profile information, beside 

the single login we have to achieve the integrity of the system to enable the single logout or 

global logout. In our approach we suggest the Shibboleth Federation system in the 

educational system, the logout process in shibboleth is local which means many points of risk 

in the system, and we will determine the security problems in the model and suggest the 

solution to them. Figure 4 summarizes this process. As the figure illustrates, users can choose 

the Service Provider (SP) to get the service. Once they finish, the Global Logout will be 

accessed to them and they can logout from all Service Provider he logged-in before. 

 

 

Figure 4. Secure Model Architecture 
 

3.2 Secure E-Resources  

The educational resources have many services being provided to students in universities, 

organization, and camps. The educational resources have many users from multiple fields or 

domains to being access, so the demand to the federation system will reduce in time and 

efforts in the authentication and authorization process in multiple systems, as we know every 

system has to copy and handle the login information by users in old approach as in Figure 5. 

In Federation System the handling of login will be a unique for all systems in. as we using 

Shibboleth in our approach, we will improve the logout process in the systems to get more 

secure educational resources. 
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Figure 5. Educational Resources in Multiple Sites 
 

3.2.1 Federation Model 

In Federation System contains three layers as shown in Figure 5, the first layer will be 

web-based interface to user, who enter the required single login information to get 

authenticated. The second layer will be the federation system used -as discussed in Section 1- 

Shibboleth. Each of them has different environment and implementation. The third layer will 

be the educational resources as service provider (SPs) for each resource. 
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Figure 6. Federated Educational Resources Model Layers 
 

The Security integrity of our approach is in logout process in the Shibboleth Identity 

Provider, the logout we suggest is the fully logout of the system as layered in Figure 6. Local 

logout can be effective if we ensure that the user will close all sessions opened in his browser , 

if not the risk will be increase to be in attack, So we put the our educational resources in 

secure model and in secure system. 

 

 

Figure 7. Federation Login and Logout in Educational System 
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3.2.2 Sessions 

In a single sign-on scenario, there are at least four sessions for a user, each created on top 

of the previous one as in the following: IdP authentication session, IdP session (active 

authentications, associated SPs etc), SP session and Application session. 

These sessions are usually implemented with different session stores, therefore they expire 

or time out independently. For single logout, it becomes a security problem if a session 

remains usable after the parent session is expired, So we avoid stale sessions, the IdP session 

should have a limited inactivity timeout (“soft timeout”, the maximum time between user 

activity) but an unlimited session lifetime (“hard timeout”, independent from user activity).  

The SP sessions must have a session lifetime, which is not longer than the inactivity 

timeout of the IdP session. The IdP must set the SessionNotOnOrAfter attribute in the 

authenticating assertion according to its session inactivity timeout value. The SP must honour 

this attribute and set its session lifetime based on this information. If the SP session lifetime 

or inactivity timeout is shorter than the IdP session inactivity timeout, then the user would 

possibly get an error message during single logout because of the expired SP session. 

Anyway, we inform errors caused by SP inactivity timeout as “Session not found” errors.   
 

3.2.3. Logout Operation 

We now describe the operations of the global logout, the factor will be: User: refers to the 

federated user who requests and uses the educational resources, 1st SP: refers to first 

resources in the shibboleth as a service provider, 2nd SP: refers to second resources in the 

shibboleth as a service provider, and Shibboleth IdP: refers to Identity server in shibboleth 

which responsible for mange the sessions and the roles between the users. We summarize the 

steps of log out process as the shown in the Figure 8 in steps: 

 

 

 Figure 8. Proposed Logout Sequence Diagram 
  

1. User get the Educational resources from 1st-SP after a SAML assertion message 

arrive from the IdP contained the user ID in the login profile.  
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Figure 9. Single Sign-on Login in Shibboleth 

 

2. User has become authenticated user and get the different secure educational 

resources from the 2nd-SP as the 1st-SP. 

3. User will leave from all sources in which he was before by a one click, so a request 

will sent to the SP as a Global logout. 

4. The process of log out does not complete without the IdP, so the 1st-SP will send a 

SAML Message as a (HTTP-Redirect) to IdP included the user shibboleth ID as a 

parameter to be identified in a logout profile. 

5. IdP will destroy the session opened by him, and change the status of that 

shibboleth user from a LOG-OUT an OFF-LINE status.  

6. IdP will send a log-out SAML message to 1nd-SP, identified by User ID identified 

in the shibboleth to remove the user’s keys and SP session. 

7. IdP will send a log-out SAML message to 2nd-SP, identified by User ID identified 

in the shibboleth to remove the user’s keys and SP session. 

8. In the http response header, IdP set the cookies to be disable and delete the user 

cookies in the client browser. 

9. Any Request from the user will be directed to the re-log-on page to authenticate 

the user with a LOG-IN status. 

 

Global Logout Impact: The federal system has the specifications in the process of entry 

and exit processes, particularly in the education systems and educational services, so the 

problem of the global logout from that systems was the biggest obstacle in the application of 

federal models on educational services. 

A sense of security and protection for user's information and resources through the various 

web services is the feeling that cannot be achieved through a system of shibboleth, so the 

proposed solution to the logout problem somewhat met the requirements of the user. User is 

looking to logout of the services, at the same time keep a copy of the open information. By 

caching the content and re-authentication condition achieve that point. Later in Section 4 we 

summarize the advantages of the enhancing the model in educational environment in Table 3. 

 

Global Logout Servlet Parameter: The forward of the request and response is not direct , 

but in HTTP binding attribute, so the servlet class will clear the cache in the browser for the 

services required and redirected the request to the logout profile which unbinding the sessions 

in the IdP as the destroySession function works as in the following function: 

 

Private void destroySession (SingleLogoutContext sloContext) { 
 

GetSessionManager().destroySession(sloContext.getIdpSessionID ()); 
 

} 
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The fully logout information returned to user will be as the following in Figure 10. Then 

the sessions will be deleted SP and in IdP will be destroyed. The Sessions in the IdP will be 

invalid Sessions and will request to be revalidate upon the next request.  

 

 

Figure 10. Logout Status Information of the SPs 
 

3.2.4. Caching  

Order to maintain the requirement of accessibility and visibility of the system; caching is 

required to maintain the status of the user either in logout status or login status.  

User status within the Shibboleth federation system is just logged-in or logged-out, but to 

apply the visibility requirement a third status must be implemented as 'off-line status'. Off-

line status is the status when the user logged out of the Shibboleth federation system, while 

retaining the open-content sources in advance. 

The User Logout Status will be as: LOGGED_IN, LOGOUT_SUCCEEDED, 

LOGOUT_FAILED, LOGOUT_TIMED_OUT, and OFF_LINE. Other Status will change 

according to our logout state diagram in Figure 11. The status diagram can be explained by four 

cases; the first case, when the logout successfully occurs by a click from a user, the status will 

change from LOGGED_IN to LOGOUT_SUCCEEDED. The second case, when the logout 

request does not successes for any reason either in the network or application, the status will 

change from LOGGED_IN to LOGOUT_FAILED. The  third and fourth case, when the user 

logged out by time out T1 setting in the IdP, then the status changes to either 

LOGOUT_SUCCEEDED or LOGOUT_FAILED as the same reasons in the first and second 

case. The two state LOGOUT_SUCCEEDED and LOGOUT_FAILED go to OFF_LINE 

status. 
 

LOGGED_IN

LOGOUT_SUCCEEDED

LOGOUT_FAILED

LOGOUT_TIMED_OUT

OFF_LINE

LOGOUT_SUCCEEDED

LOGOUT_FAILED

T1
 Tim

e o
u

t

 

Figure 11. State Diagram of Global Logout 
 

We can implement caching in two levels, the first one is in the service provider (sp) level 

and the second is in the identity provider (IdP) level. The caching in the sp is enabled by the 

user, so the control will be in the user's browser, while the most effective and guaranteed 

caching will be in the IdP because the status of the user will be saved at the whole federation 

model. 
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4. Implementation and Results 

In this section, we review the implementation of the educational resources identity 

federation. The section explains the implementation environment and then the final results are 

summarized.  
 

4.1 Implementation Environment 

The educational resources identity federation was implemented using Shibboleth which 

consists of Java coded Identity Provider (IdP) was Compiled using NetBeans 7.1 IDE (28) 

installed on Ubuntu 10.04 (29) Linux distribution and C++ Coded Service Provider (SP) (30) 

was managed by IIS and installed on Microsoft Server 2003 Enterprise Edition (31). The web 

interface of the educational services was created using Active Server Pages (ASP.NET) (32) 

technology. 
 

4.2 Educational Web Interfaces 

The Interface of Service provider (sp1) will be html interfaces with some links for services 

for free or authenticated service as in Figure 12. The Global Logout will be direct link to user 

on sp1 which enable him to be fully logout of the all services opened before as in our case 

when be two service provider. The URL for the first Service Provider is (http://sp1.local.test/), 

the free service is denoted by the URL (http://sp1.local.test/Services/) and the secure library 

service can by access by the URL (http://sp1.local.test/secure/Library), also Same URL for 

Service Provider (sp2). 

 

 

Figure 12. Educational Service Web Interface sp1 
 

4.3 Federation Configuration  

The Shibboleth federation system has two sides; one for Identity provider and other for 

service provider, so the configuration isn’t unique for both but match each other. The request 

will come from the service provider and send to the identity provider as a SAML message for 

login authentication or global logout.  

 

4.3.1 Identity Provider Configuration: At this section we explain two parts of configuration 

and its implementation, the first part will talk about the logout configuration and the second 

one will be for caching configuration. 

Logout Configuration at IdP: After installing the Shibboleth Identity Provider [27], we 

can show the folders (bin, log, conf, credentials, metadata, lib, war). War folder contains the 

war version of the compiled java identity provider code, conf folder contains the xml 

configurations files, credentials contains the authenticated users, metadata contains the 
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metadata of all service providers, log contains the log occurs by the processes, and lib 

contains the compiled libraries.  

Login will be either with a default login page connected to database for authenticated user 

or with authenticated according to file contains the users (users.db) located at the Service 

Provider (SP) under credentials folder.  

To control the service provider session time -as we discussed in Section 3- we can set it in 

the relying-party.xml file as a maximumSPSessionLifetime attribute in the profile login as in 

Figure 13.  
 

 

Figure 13. Session Service Provider Lifetime 
 

Caching at IdP: The status listed before will be implemented as an enumeration object 

contains status and named LogoutStatus. We set the cache option on the identity provider 

(IdP) by changing the status of the shibboleth user from LOGOUT_SUCCEEDED to the 

OFF-LINE status.  

When User's status became OFF-LINE status, the content of the last session will exist until 

his new request for any new educational services occurs. For example, when a user logged 

out of the whole federation system, but he want to get some information back from the last 

session. 
 

4.3.2 Service Provider Configuration: At this section we explain two parts of configuration 

and its implementation, the first part will talk about the logout configuration at service 

provider and the second one will be for caching configuration. 

Logout Configuration at SP: The educational resources are hosted as service providers. 

For example if we have two different educational resources, then two service providers are 

mapped to them. Any request and use of those resources can be done through the service 

provider. In our paper implementation we work on two service provider; first service provider 

is sp1.local.test and the second one is sp2.local.test. The configuration file of service provider 

is named shibboleth2.xml and is located under the path shibboleth-sp/etc/shibboleth. We 

define the services sp1, sp2 in the configuration file by Site tag. The secure content of the 

educational resources has to identified in the configuration file and define which 

authentication type are required. 

Other important part of configuration is to set the parameter of the session initiator of the 

shibboleth authentication process. We will define the URL of the identity server and the type 

of the exchanging message as a SAML. The logout initiator will be defined in the location is 

GLogout and the type of the exchange of the request and response between the service 

provider and the identity provider as http-redirect. 

Service provider caching: After the user had logged out globally from the federation 

system, the content of the open tabs in the browser will be cached by enabling that property at 

the sp level at Figure 8.  

This option is a client-based setting, so we have not any guarantee in the client side to 

enable browser caching. In addition, the variety of the browsers specifications differs for each 

other.  
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4.4 Achievement Requirement 

In this section, the use cases based on our approach will help to clarify the concepts 

involved in the model architecture and emphasize the potential advantage of the global logout. 

Use case 1. When the user wants to attempt the library services and student registration 

services, he/she will open two tabs with two sessions. During that he/she can use any or both 

resources, according to his/her needs. When he/she wants to leave all of them, he will click on 

a button named 'logout' in library portal. As a rule of logout thinking in the mind of the user is 

to leave all resources at once. So the global logout link/button is a suitable link in that case 

with a full meaning of the atomic logout from both library and registration portal.  

Use case 2. When the user wants to save his/her last state of the previous session, the 

identity provider has to saves his/her state. In the shibboleth, the users are stateless. Our 

enhanced IdP of shibboleth can save the state of users as the one of; OFF-LINE, 

LOGGED_IN, LOGOUT_SUCCEEDED, LOGOUT_FAILED, LOGOUT_TIMED_OUT. 

Use case 3. When the user wants to leave all resources, he/she needs feedback information 

confirmed that logout process which makes the user convinced to go out of the federation 

system. 
 

4.4.1 Access Transparency Requirement: The definition for that requirement "it should be 

possible for the users to acting with multiple applications as a one either in logon or logout 

phase", the login are accomplished in single sign-on approach which achieve the first part of 

the requirement, but the second part was not in the previous model for the federation models 

as we mention before in the Section 3. 

The modification in the logout process and make it as a global logout either in the identity 

provider side or in the service provider side. The single link in each service provider will be 

support the access transparency as in Figure 11 which display to the users who service 

providers are logged out. 

The use case 1 can explain the achievement of the access transparency, when the user 

leaves all resources by one click/button in either the library or registration portal. 

 

4.4.2 Dynamic Reconfiguration Requirement: The Lack of a single log-out mechanism in 

Shibboleth (17) implies that is not easy to know if the user is still logged in the federation. 

The session status can provide the information required for the users to get be confirmed. The 

URL of Status of service provider sp 1 is http://sp1.local.test/Shibboleth.sso/Status in our 

implementation case which returns the status of the logout of the services providers. The use 

case 2 can explain the achievement of the Dynamic Reconfiguration requirement, when the 

user's status was tracked and modified by the IdP according to his/her actions. 

 

4.4.3 Awareness Requirement: In Shibboleth the IdP may be deceived by the sessions 

opened while its users were log out from application. We work on that to destroy the sessions 

of the service providers of the users. After that the IdP will be awareness of the users tracking 

lifetime. The use case 2 can explain the achievement of the Awareness requirement, when IdP 

be know which user are really connected and which are not. The modification in the status 

implementation in the IdP helps the tracking of the users in the IdP. 

4.4.4 Accessibility and Visibility Requirement: We work on the web interface which 

support the usability of the model, the visibility is accomplished when the user can see what 

he opened while he logged-out until the new request, which is more useful and familiar to 

users. The status of the user will be saved for him by a cached copy of the current opened 
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resources in the model after enabling the caching property of the browser. So we can 

summarize that our Educational Federation Model has fulfilled that requirement; Users can 

manipulate the session in order to adopt them to have been fully logout. 

We will list which requirements of the e-learning system [14] achieved in the model used 

for educational resources, so we get improvement in the requirements which are access 

transparency, dynamic reconfiguration, awareness, and visibility which located in the Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Achieved Requirements of our the Secure Model 

No Requirements  Shibboleth E-Model with 

Shibboleth 

1 Access 

Transparency 

Not Qualified Qualified 

2 Dynamic 

Reconfiguration 

Not Qualified Qualified 

3 Awareness Not Qualified Qualified 

4 Accessibility Not Qualified Qualified 

 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we have designed and implemented the secure educational resources model 

based on shibboleth identity provider which was enhanced to be very effective solution to the 

problem of fulfillment of the security requirements. The system which consisted of web 

interfaces to the educational resources, hosted as a service provider and identity server which 

responsible for authentication in login and logout.    

Educational federation model has some specification differs than others in implementations 

according to the nature of the consumers. Previous federated SSO systems were in payment 

operations and nation elections are in single session, but in the educational environment 

where the user can open many parallel sessions at one time and serve the resources he 

authenticated to access. Nowadays, the integrity of the systems under the services in the 

federations requires infrastructure for mange the sessions and users. 

Our model consists of three layers as the following; first layer is responsible for contacting 

with users with more flexibility and accessibility in friendly feedback web interface, the 

second layer is the Identity Provider of shibboleth which is the responsible for login and 

logout process, and the third layer is for storing the required resources and services by the 

users. Our model brings together all of the elements of the security mix to achieve the e-

learning objectives by delivering to users what they want and need. 

The web interface is the interface for the educational resources; users can login from the 

login window when they access the secure content. Logout occurs by users when they click 

the global logout link. Finally the last message is a logout feedback about the successful 

logged out resources by the user. 

The Identity Server which has a modification for handling the sessions by accessing and 

destroying the SessionManager object. Also setting the session's lifetime of the user and 

initiating the login parameter to be with cookies. 

A global logout have to be in the future work as an administrative logout with enabled tool 

to monitoring the federation systems. If a user’s session is compromised or for some other 

reason an individual user needs to be kicked off, administrative logout could be used to 

terminate IdP and SP sessions without restarting or otherwise clearing all of the IdP sessions. 

However, none of the implementations offer administrative logout, so it is an important point 

of research. 
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As a final conclusion, the proposed model has been a successful educational web model for 

manage the user's requests and provide it as a secure resource. The model is very scalable and 

extremely effective in memory utilization, and supports large volumes of traffic. 
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